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FUNDING
speakyourmind magazine is distributed free of charge but we are in need of
funds to pay our printing costs. We receive donations from the National Lottery
and private donors have also given generously, but to maintain two editions a
year we need your help.
It would be great if you are able to contribute €2 to cover the cost of your copy.
There is a convenient donate facility on our website www.speakyourmind.ie or
payment can be posted to Glenmalure House, Blackrock Road, Cork.
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EDITORIAL
Hello all and welcome to this edition of Speakyourmind. The theme of Speakyourmind is creativity in
mental health. We hope you enjoy the many interesting articles we have for you. There are short stories,
poems, samples of work from the Next Step’s Open Art Studio and book reviews. Let us take you on a
journey to the mountain tops of Ireland and to Antarctica. There are articles on chair yoga and mindfulness
to name but a few. Also included are articles by people who have shared their personal life stories with us.

The Editor William Wolohan
Speakyoumind magazine
C/O THE NEXT STEP
39 Princes St, Centre, Cork, T12 D785
Dr. Pat Bracken, Consultant Psychiatrist and retired Clinical Director at WCMHS, said: "My
experience has taught me that people find their way out of mental health problems along many different
pathways. Professionals need to be open, creative and flexible if they are to be a help rather than a
hindrance in regard to recovery. This is why the creative arts are so important. They provide individuals
with different ways of finding confidence and the strength to move on positively in their struggles. But they
also help to change the culture of services themselves. They bring a different way of understanding and
responding to problems and help services to work with more imagination and flexibility."
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My Spiritual
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by Mary Chris O’Gorman

n August 1st last year, the start of the month-long festival
of Lughnasa, a group of us from all over Ireland took off
on a walk across the land. We began in Ballinskelligs
in County Kerry. With no time or exact route outlines, we knew
that Malin Head was our destination. As route markers, we
were guided to our sacred sites and holy wells.
Water is an essential source of life. We share these

O

the Hill of Tara. This took 3 months. They reached Tara at
Samhain on the 31st October 2018. We are a community that
had its roots in an understanding that this life is our common
unity and this land is our common ground.
The word for community as gaeilge is Tuatha. The crows
show us how to make a strong Tuatha. They live within a

and with everyone and everything alive on this island today.
Wells are a common thread that we share with our ancestors a thread that we hand onto the next generation. There are over
3,000 holy wells on this island, and sadly, many have become
undrinkable in recent years. But many wells have been cared
for and loved and these wells were a joy to arrive at.
We walked the land from well to well and sacred site to
sacred site to celebrate this gift of life and the abundance that
nature gives us. Walking, sleeping and eating among nature
and within a traveling community; I see now this was not our
idea but something that has been done on this island from the

special. We all have great gifts that we can offer the Tuatha.
Our diversity makes us strong. To let each of our gifts blossom

before us. People spent their time together in a community
working and living on the land. The land offers deep healing if
we are open to receiving it.
People came and went throughout our journey. It was
always lovely to see fresh and vitalised faces coming with the
gift of their presence. For a month, I walked through County
Kerry which is also my home county. After reaching County
Cork, I left the walk and the group carried on until they reached

fully accepts us. I know that when I found acceptance myself
was when I really started to grow. This acceptance helped
me to integrate parts of myself that I did not like or could not
acknowledge. These parts had been unconscious to me - like
a shadow had been cast over them. I realised that I did not
have to change myself. I just had to accept myself and by
shadow could not remain.
The word ‘inspire’ means ‘to breathe in’. Being around
people who inspire me breathed new life into me and shaped
me for the better.
The journey was not always easy, but I know that the best
ones in life never are. We were all challenged on so many
modern living provides were contrasted with harsh conditions.
I slept with all my clothes on under makeshift shelters with
the tarp often only a few inches from my face, rocks sticking
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in at different angles and sore feet from thorns. I washed in
the lakes and rivers. I could be full of aches from walking and
often had little sleep. But for every challenge that I met I grew.
I realised that there is great freedom in acceptance - to accept
anything that arises within me or around me with an open
heart. Only from a place of this open heart and acceptance
can I respond to the world in a skillful way. As much as I
learned in community, I also realised many things within my
own inner world.
Walking this land felt like I was walking home to myself. I
found my true home. It is within my heart, which is also the
home of my soul.
It was through my senses of sight, sound and touch and
being among others that I came into these deeper parts of
myself. Through these pathways, I came out of my busy mind
and into my body, which is my anchor on this earth and in this
moment. From this place of being present within the oneness
moment, the magic within nature began to unveil itself to me.
Life is full of relationships. The relationship I have with
myself, with others, with the moon, the stars, the planets, the
sun, the trees, the birds. Wherever or whatever I choose to
give my attention to, a relationship grows. It’s a combination
of these relationships, and my own life experiences, that
all sharing this world, every human is experiencing this life
differently within their own internal world. Incredible as it is,
we are still only experiencing a tiny glimpse of the vastness of
this universe.
Magic can be described as the science of hidden
relationships. The Irish word for magic is Draiocht. Draiocht
within a construct of universal principles and laws. These
hidden relationships might not be obvious straight away to
the human perspective, but nevertheless, exist all around
us and within us. Through observing and deep listening,
seen, and the interconnectedness of life emerges. There isn’t
something supernatural about this experience like the general
understanding of what magic is in today’s modern culture. It is
by observing nature that we begin to see patterns and cycles
emerge. This is magic - the hidden relationships within nature.
It is from patiently observing our inner and outer nature that
we begin to understand it, and there is no difference between
the two. These relationships are happening all the time within
us and all around us. Every moment is an opportunity to learn.
The spring sun that warms the earth brings life to the seed
and the pregnant earth feeds the seed what it needs so it has
the strength to burst through the soil, reach for the sun and
be nourished by its rays and it begins to bud with leaves and

again. Each part of this miraculous event is as important as the
the end goal that counts but the journey and each step of the
journey holds the accumulation of what has gone before it and
what is yet to come. It is complete.
understood these laws of nature. You could call a religion
a construct of moral principles that creates a framework
for a society to live within. When it is the natural laws that
a society is based upon, harmony can prevail. There were
also cultures that came that worked against these laws, and
created must also be destroyed for something else to come.
I realised that the same universal principles that govern all
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of nature also govern me. Creation, preservation, destruction
- the Holy Trinity. This foundation of the whole universe was
also within me.
What a strange phenomenon it is to be human! Experiencing
this experience in the ultimate truth. I am both a human
experiencing this experience, and at the same time, I am
experience experiencing itself. I realised along my journey how
incredible and miraculous this gift of life is.
While on this walk, living so closely to nature, made me
realise my dependence on nature and this brought me out of
the illusion that I am alone. The idea that ‘this is me’ and ‘out
there is the universe’. I realised that my place is within the unity
of ALL THAT IS.
I hope that people will, once again, realise how wondrous
and miraculous this life is so we can celebrate with joy and a
type of lunacy that matches the beautifully magical situation

that we need is right here within us all, available to us all the
time. Let us remember this knowing that I am complete. I am
unity. I am consciousness. I am nature. I am presence. I am the
Go raibh mile maith agaibh, mo chairde.
On the 1st of June 2019 we undertook a walk from the Hill
of Tara. With no exact route and no time schedule, It made
its way towards Malin Head, journeying through our sacred
sites and holy wells. This walk was open to anyone to join
and we were happy to see new faces. Saying that, this walk
was challenging on many levels! Although it can bring great
transformations and healing, physically and emotionallythey
can be intense.
If you would like to follow our steps online, we have a
Facebook page called SUIL AN CRAIC. We ask people to
needs are so they can be prepared when they join.
I will be sharing my experiences through social media and a
blog on my website if anyone would like to follow. The blog will
begin in August.
My website is www.mairecristin.com. This website is
home to my main work which is mineral infused glass jewelry.
I have been making glass jewelry for 14 years and work from
Facebook or Instagram under Maire Cristin.

Chair Yoga

By Theresa Flanigan

peakyourmind magazine asked me recently if I could
write something about our yoga and I thought this
would make a lovely opportunity to share a little of
what we experience in a class.
Often when people are asked about how they came to do
something, they seem to have always loved to sing and dance
or to do painting and drawing from an early age. For me too, as
long as I can remember, it seems that I have always loved to do
yoga. I remember that as children, my sister and I were always
egging each other on to do one kind of yoga pose or another,
often as a challenge. I don’t know where we got it from, but we
just knew how to do it and it came very natural. I’ve always felt
that giving the body a good stretch and practicing a balance of

S

make brilliant little yogis! It’s the same within the animal kingdom
and they have even named some yoga poses after them, like the
downward dog or the cobra pose.
Physically, yoga can do a lot of wonders for you. It really
helps to improve your posture because it activates all the strong
muscles that help you lengthen up through the spine; this will
help improve your energy levels too. You can check to see if it
does make you taller, your whole posture becomes noticeably
inside, it lets one let go of worries and tensions. Often when
we do a stretch in the shoulders and the chest area, it relaxes
all the muscles around the ribs and the diaphragm. This is
great for relieving some anxiety we might be holding onto,
connected. Many of the twisting poses release the area of the
back and can help relieve low back pain. The twisting poses
also aid the digestion of food and give us a better circulation.
liver are stimulated. When the twist is released, fresh blood
enters the organs. They are detoxifying and good to do during
seasons when they tend to be more sluggish like in springtime
or in the fall.

With the chair yoga in particular, we can help improve our
For this, the gentle chair yoga is perfect for the elderly and for
someone with a short or a long term disability. People are taking
up chair yoga now that have never been to a yoga class before
in all of our movements and if we want to stay more agile and
alert, we need to be stretching, twisting, bending and turning
more.
Many of you (like me) might be surprised to hear that
developed in the early 1980s and the poses that we do now

I came to teach chair yoga purely by chance; because with
my gentler style of teaching I was attracting students who
needed more support. I started to adapt the poses myself
because I could see there were students who would love
to explore yoga but they didn’t dare because they found the
poses too challenging for them. A lot of the traditional poses
experience or on their training. In all of my teaching experience
I found that being able to practice yoga together as a class is
often very different then doing it on your own. You have the
in a class together and you also have a lot more fun. As human
beings, we love to learn from each other. And I sometimes say
that I am the one who is learning.
I have found that I am still practicing yoga today because
every time that I do, it has helped me to feel better both on the
inside and on the outside. And over the years it has helped me
through many of life’s challenges, and for this too, I am very
grateful. And maybe sometime in the not so distant future, when
we go to our GP for some ailment, they will also give us a yoga
prescription as a part of our healing and recovery. I somehow
think it is already happening.

Theresa Flanigan facilitates a Yoga class every Tuesday at 12 p.m. at Next Step, Unitarian Church, Princes Street, Cork city
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OCD
a Teenagers Story

ello there! My name is Rebecca Ryan. I am a long-time
sufferer of OCD or Obsessive Compulsive Disorder.
Today I’m going to let you guys know a little bit about
the disorder, what it is, and what it is not. OCD is a little
complicated, and is often misunderstood by the media as being
super organized or clean. In reality, there is much, much more
under the surface.
OCD, in simple terms, is characterised by obsessive
thoughts that you can’t get out of your head, and compulsive

The picky person likes to have things clean and tidy.
The person with OCD needs things to be clean and tidy, or
something terrible will happen. There are many other types of
fears and obsessions. Some of these include fear of committing
a sin, fear of becoming a sexual predator or fear of harming
yourself or others. I was scared of cancer, death and losing
loved ones. There are so many fears, it’s almost impossible to
count them all. That doesn’t mean that cleanliness obsessions
and compulsions are less valid, but there is often a whole host
of other symptoms underneath the surface.

of these thoughts can be relatively logical, such as “what if I
didn’t lock the door before leaving?” However, other obsessive
thoughts can be more intense, such as “what if my family die in

2. OCD IS NOT – A Disease for the Weak-Willed

H

while you’re out shopping, relaxing at home, or hanging out with
friends. Everybody gets these thoughts to some degree, but
they are generally not that intense and don’t show up that often.
Compulsions are repetitive actions that the sufferer performs in
order to get relief from the anxiety that the obsessive thoughts
cause. They could be more typical compulsions such as
washing your hands or needing to have everything in a straight
line, or they could be atypical like mine, where you need to tap
your nose in multiples of a certain number while stretching your
compulsions you can perform in your head, such as counting
or repeating words. These compulsions may need to be done
over and over in order to relieve anxiety and often interfere with
a person’s daily functioning. For me, I started failing classes
and couldn’t deal with maths at all due to my fear of the number
four.
Yes, compulsions really can be made out of anything.
Anyway, now that we have the basics down, I’m going to
give a few examples of what OCD is NOT, and hopefully help
debunk some myths!

1. OCD IS NOT - Being Super Clean
Sure, some obsessions and fears can revolve around
cleanliness, such as a pathological fear of germs and getting
sick, so some compulsions may indeed involve cleaning or
being overly hygienic. However, some people think that OCD
is a “cleaning disease” and nothing else. A lot of people
immediately think of Emma Pillsbury from Glee. In reality, it can
be “there’s-a-small-amount-of-gravy-on-my-counter-top-I’mgoing-to-scrub-it-for-two-hours-because-my-family-will-die-ifI-don’t” disease. And that’s the reality, although severity can
vary. I think the best way to distinguish between somebody
with OCD and somebody overly picky is through observation.
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A lot of people think that OCD is something that happens
to people that are spoiled or weak-minded. This is simply not
the case. OCD is a disorder rooted in genetics and can run in
families throughout many years and family dynamics. You do
not have to have gone through a trauma to have OCD. OCD
sufferers are often told “why can’t you just stop?” or “are you
crazy? "Nothing bad is going to happen!” The sufferer feels out
of control. In my own experience, I found myself thinking “if I
can’t get control of my own brain, then what else do I really

curing a loved one’s cancer to focusing on homework. If you
were presented with that dilemma, would you do the homework?
This is the binary, black-and-white thinking OCD sufferers deal
with every day. In actual fact, people with OCD are often very
patient people to be able to deal with constant torment all day
and night. They are not defective, they are no less intelligent,
and they certainly are not “crazy.” Similar to a broken leg, OCD
a person with a broken leg get crutches while a person with
OCD is met with bemusement?

3. OCD IS NOT – Well-Known
There is a common perception that when a person has OCD,
it will be very easy to spot. Some people have compulsions that
are very visible, like me (my OCD made sure my compulsions
were as obvious as possible, as the more embarrassed I got,
the better). However, other people may have compulsions that
nobody can see. These rituals can consist of repeating words,
any number of combinations. On the outside, the person may
just seem a little distracted or, as parents and teachers call it
“insolent.”
Even worse, due to stigma, a person with mental compulsions
may not even realise they have symptoms of OCD, because
they’re not cleaning obsessively! They may just think they’re

strange or high-strung when, in reality, they have a symptom of
a highly treatable disorder that can be helped with just a little
bit of support.
In addition, due to stigma, mental health is just not taken
as seriously as physical health. For a long time after writing
the book, I felt a twinge of guilt for portraying my recovery as
something so seemingly linear and easy to contain in a small
book. In reality, I was very privileged. I didn’t have to wait on a
list for a HSE counsellor, or wait for the condition to worsen in
order to receive help. My parents were able to get me to the
recovery by the next year. Some people are not as lucky and
often times I think I would do well to remember that. Similarly,
the public generally does not have a good idea about the
struggles and frustrations associated with being treated as a
number on a seemingly endless waiting list, so if you see a
person in distress, tread with kindness.
With all the misconceptions, it’s easy to get caught up
trying to debunk rumours like I have done here. Sometimes it’s
most important aspect of this article that I’d like to get across
can be summed up in just one point:

4. OCD IS – Not the End
While I discussed the stigma associated with mental illness,
it’s important for me to highlight advances our society has
already made with regards to mental health awareness. With
recent awareness campaigns and strategies in schools and
workplaces, it is now easier to get help, more so than it has ever
been. This doesn’t mean it is perfect, but it means we’re on
recognize and respond to symptoms. With growing awareness

and knowledge about the condition, comes more options for
treatment. Today, OCD is considered highly treatable with
therapy and medication options. I’m sure that all the great
work that mental health advocates and campaigners do every
day will contribute to a better future for sufferers, with more
treatment options becoming available as the importance of
mental healthcare is realized.
And to the sufferers of any mental health condition, be it OCD
or otherwise, one of the more stereotypical and cringe-inducing
yet valid points I can make is: don’t give up. It’s very easy to
get bogged down and feel as though you are never going to get
better, that this is your lot in life, that you’re destined to be the
“weirdo”, the “psycho”, the one with no control. But in most
cases, everything can be worked on and improved. Sufferers
of OCD are incredibly strong people, especially when you
every day. In not so sweet words, sometimes the best thing that
a person with OCD can do is get busy. Force yourself to take
up hobbies, share your problems with someone. As much as
there is stigma around people with mental illness, the sufferers
themselves have their own misconceptions to be disproved:
you must be proactive in your own recovery. Nobody will do
it for you. But with the right support system, anybody can turn
their life around.
Thank you for reading this article. I hope I made sense and
shed some light on a very misunderstood disorder.
Rebecca
Rebecca Ryan a published author at 16 years old.
Her new book ‘Dictatorship’ My Teenage War with OCD’ is
a helpful read for anyone is suffering from, or knows anyone
suffering from, OCD, in whatever form it may take.

The Glen Park Cork in Pictures
By Catherine Mannion
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Mountain
Musings
“O the mind, mind has mountains”
- G e rar d M an l e y H op k i n s

You have to remember to stop to absorb the view.
and perspective; inspired by Najwa Zebian’s aphorism:
”Those mountains you are carrying you were only
supposed to climb.”
Mountaineering at any level, from rock climbing and
total focus which empties the mind of all other concerns.
Meditation does the same thing. I suppose. But I could never
submit myself to the monotony of “staring upon the inward
eye.”
When I am in the mountains and they are in me, they activate
by the wind and the silver streaks of tumbling streams and
waterfalls, the deep blue of loughs which can turn black in an
instant as a cloud shadow passes over them, the rocks and
the cliffs and the challenges of rain, hail, sleet and snow which
will test my endurance just as much as a steep ascent.
“Whether the Weather is fair; or whether the Weather is
not.
Whatever the Weather; We’ll weather the Weather;
Whether we want to or not.”
Paradoxically a day spent bent into driving rain with visibility
down to twenty meters can be every bit as exhilarating and
all-consuming as romping along a ridge enthralled by spinetingling panoramas.

Cold driving rain in the Comeraghs, an exhilarating climb
beside Mahon Falls but fatal without proper preparation of
“Our imaginations may be awed when we look at
the mountains as monuments of the slow working
of stupendous forces of nature through countless
millenniums.”
- Leslie Stephen
I have often experienced that sense of awe that Leslie
Stephen describes as, like Cortes, I stood silent upon a summit
with spectacular views. Sometimes I can experience a deeper
sense of wonderment not by summiting but by investigating
the valleys that I normally admire from aloft, such as “The
Horses Glen” under Mangerton Mt.

The Horses Glen. A place that inspires reflection
The high ground between the two tarns is my favourite spot
to sit and contemplate the extraordinary forces which created
the spectacular terrain which envelops me. On a summit, I can
feel like the sovereign of the world; down here I am acutely
A moment’s lack of focus on The Cumeenapeasta Ridge in the
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The mountains in my mind are but chimeras.
This area was once at the centre of the supercontinent of

Pangea with a hot desert climate creating the sands which over
aeons were compacted to form Red Sandstones which four
hundred million years ago were crumpled up by Crustal Plate
Movement to form the Armorican Fold Mountains of Munster.
These immense movements would have been accompanied by
volcanic activity. Much of the rock here is Rhyolite, a product
drama which created the scene around me was the erosional
am perched will have been ripped from the mountain by this
process.
In the obsession to reach the summit as fast as possible,
many people miss out on the wonders around them and thus
do not experience the sense of total immersion that cleanses
your mind. You can go to the opposite extreme of course. I met
a Buddhist on the slopes of Carrauntoohil once who told me
that he never summited and always turned back when he was
about 150m below the top as a way of disciplining his mind.
I felt vaguely guilty as I ambled on upwards towards the
summit which had been the only thought in my mind until I
old Zen saying when a thought in your mind is obstructed by
anything, let alone “the Buddha in your mind”, you let go of it.
“If you meet the Buddha on the road, kill him.”
I pushed his pretentious old twaddle from my head and
went on to immerse myself in one of my favourite mountain
views

The Buddhist missed this view of the great hollow of Comin
Uachtar from the summit of Carrauntoohil.

An Sas. Dingle Peninsula.
In 1847, three families descended these steep slopes to
escape the Famine and farm the fertile boulder clay soils on
top of the cliffs at their base. They remained there until 1911
when a mid-wife was killed on a descent to deliver a baby.
overwhelmed by the scene beneath me. The cabins and stone
walls were still visible. I sat engrossed for hours imagining the
lives of these extraordinary survivalists. I have returned many
times; once when great storm waves rolled into the little bay
throwing spray and spume high above the settlement. Over
the years, erosion has taken its toll and now only one stone
wall remains.
When I depart it takes a while for my mind to return to the
“now”. I’m still in Sauce Creek while I’m driving the precarious
road through the Conor Pass.
When I start to climb a mountain there is much to absorb me.
Establishing the comfortable gait that allows me to ascend in
comfort, listening to my breathing and adjusting my inhaling
and exhaling to the rigorous demands of walking up a steep
lower slopes, to Heather, Wild Violets, Butterworth and Bog
Cotton; and keeping a wary eye out for the bright green of
Sphagnum Moss, which is 90% water and not to be stepped
on.
A well-known gentleman, whom I thought would have
known better, once asked me if I didn’t get bored climbing
the same mountains all the time. I pointed out that there were
742 summits over 400m in Ireland but even if you only ever
climbed the same one every week, no two days would be the
same. As I walked on, I recalled a climb I had recently done on
Curramore in the Western Reeks, a mountain I had climbed in
snow, rain and sunshine.
It was a November day. A layer of silvery alto cumulus cloud
had formed through which the low winter sun appeared
as a misshapen blur of a brighter hue. I was disappointed
initially but the atmospheric conditions which had developed

surrounding hills were mirrored in its still waters. As I climbed
higher, the atmospheric magic of the day asserted itself.
Narrow necklaces of ragged mist were draped across the
middle slopes of the mountains appearing and disappearing
as if by magic for there was no wind to hurry them along.

The instant I pass through the gate in the car park, I soak up
every sensation. If there is a stony track leading into the hills, I
have to concentrate on my footing. I ponder on the origins of

Kilgarvan? Or is it the ghost of a track that leads into ruins of
tiny settlements where desperate people settled on isolated
scraps of land deep in the mountains. The most intriguing and
inspiring of these is the one that leads to “An Sas” (Sauce
Creek) on the north coast of the Dingle Peninsula.

Necklaces of ragged mist on Curramore
The lakes below me were like polished plates of pewter.
Once my route became hazed in ragged mist and as it drifted
past, a gap opened in the fog and through a tunnel of grey, I
caught a shaft of sunlight highlighting the surf crashing on the
gleaming sands of Inch Beach twenty Kilometres to the north
west. I lingered on the silent summit, entranced by the views of
the serrated ridges which had wraiths of mist winding around
their pinnacles.
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“Silence has a mysterious calming effect, allowing your
soul to be at peace with your thoughts”
Anthony Douglas Williams.
Perfect silence is a rare commodity even in a remote place.
The cry of a raven, the bleat of a sheep, the hum of a tractor
can travel long distances in still air. In my experience silence
may not have a calming effect if your thoughts are in turmoil.
If the silence is amplifying your thoughts, study the clouds
in the wispy whiteness.

Glenbeg. Beara Peninsula.
If you want to experience a night walk the event can be even
more mystical. Mt. Hillary in north County Cork is ideal because
of its broad forest roads. I reached the summit at dusk and sat
watching the outline of the Boggeraghs deepen to black as
the sky morphed from blue into a deep orange except where
Flares of post-sunset gold over the ridge of the Boggeragh
Mountains. Co. Cork
Sliabh Roe from Mullaghmore. Burren. Co. Clare.
The only place where silence worked for me was on
the slopes of Mullaghmore in The Burren. The scene was
dominated by the great whorls of limestone on Slieve Roe.
As I sat and contemplated the austere beauty of the bedrock
waters of Lough Gailain, I became aware of an almost crushing
silence. It seemed as if the bare rock was absorbing ambient
sound and I was surrounded by perfect stillness. So, if you
meditation space or someone snoring in your ear in a group
session, head for The Burren.
“Sunsets are proof that no matter what happens, every
day can end beautifully”
Kristen Butler.

As this display of vivid colours slowly faded, the landscape
was bathed in the silvery light of a waxing gibbous moon.
The walk down was entirely magical. I had no need of my torch
as the moonlight was so strong in the clear night air that not
only did it make the track visible, it threw my shadow on to
it. The bare branches of the deciduous trees that lined the
track were lit into ghostly patterns and occasionally a shaft
of moonlight struck the ground through gaps in the dense
plantation. To compliment the natural light, the black valley
below me was slowly sprinkled with the lights from a myriad
of farmhouses.
“The only Zen you can find on the tops of mountains is the
Zen you bring up with you”
Robert Persig.

Sunset over “An Fear Marbh” Blasket Islands
Some of most magical experiences in my long days in the
hills have been descents into sublime sunsets. After a day
spent encircling the ridge of Glenbeg in The Beara Peninsula,
sun had begun its descent to the horizon, turning the surface
of the Skelligs like shards of black slate while below me the
of Glenbeg Lough.
No stray thought could intrude on such a scene.
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Mr. Persig has obviously never sat on an Irish summit.
The Twelve Bens from the summit of Tully Mt. Co. Galway.
Tony Doherty is a journalist with the Irish Times

What’s the colour
of your mood?

By Yasmine Krid

C

an you visualise a light wavelength between 380 and

understanding of colour started with Newton (1642-1676). He
showed that white light is composed of red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet. Every colour is characterised by

We use comparisons and analogies to describe colour in
every day interactions. Blue is referred to as the colour of
the sea and sky, green is the colour of grass and leaves…
etc… Common language and culture shape the usage of
words in relation to colour. The colour, or more accurately
the perceived colour, is the result of the brain, the eye and
collected by the eye and processed by the brain. That’s why
the perception of colour of an object is not intrinsic to it. If the
light is changed, the colour will do the same.

pure which are more commonly associated with white. Red
is associated with passion, strength, violence and sensuality:
as blue is with calm, balance, coldness and distance. Yellow
associations depend on subjectivity and culture.

Colours are sensations and moods…

on us, from physiological sensations to emotions. People will
perceive the temperature of a room according to the colour of
its walls. Studies have shown that in two rooms with the same
temperature, people will feel warmer in the room with red walls
than the one with blue walls.
Regarding taste and smell, research has shown that colour
of a food or beverage can affect our expectations of how it
will taste and smell. In one study, yellow coloured carbonated
water was perceived to be more bitter than red. In actual fact,

Colours can be social and talkative…

"I’m dreaming of an orange Christmas" There is a reason
why this sentence sounds jarring and it is not only because
we know the song. It is because snow and the colour white
are synonymous with Christmas. Words used to refer to
colour are as socially conditioned as communication is.
Within a culture, social representations and usage of colours
are shared.
In Western culture we all know the colours associated with
bereavement or marriage. In other cultures, it can be very
different, for example, in India, a bride is expected to wear red.
In some muslim traditions, white is the colour associated
with funerals. Throughout these simple examples, colours
appear to be communication tools. They express who we are
and how we feel to without words. And as verbal and nonverbal communication is deeply dependant on what and how
we feel, let’s have a look at how colour affects our senses and
emotions.

Colours are sensitive…

To have the blues, to see red, to be green with envy and
tickled pink…colours have always been used to express our
Colour is my day
long obsession, joy and torment.' Colours, through their tones
and intensity, offer potent tools to depict the complexity and
subtlety of our inner states. Whether verbal or artistic, moods

ice-cream, try the black vanilla and watch your reaction.
The food industry favours red because red activates blood
circulation and hunger. Pharmaceutical marketing prioritises
blue and green for the serenity they inspire. After Blackfriar
London bridge was painted green and suicides decreased by
34%! And wherever white is utilised, it is because it gives the
impression of control, purity and perfection.
is based on the hypothesis that colours are waves. Their
vibrations resonate in the body and harmonise it with the
mind. Chromotherapy works through colour visualisation
and exposure to coloured lights. It can also be utilised in art
regarding the impact of colour on psychological behaviours
and health. Nevertheless, the use of colour to communicate
favourite fast food.
So, next time you don’t know what to wear, which wall
should be: what do you want to say or, what do you want to
feel?
Yasmine Krid,
psychotherapy and art therapy
The Natural Clinic, Cork
www.yasminekrid.com
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BOOK REVIEW:

THE WAY
HOME:

Tales from a life
without technology
BY MARK BOYLE
2019, One World Publications
In this increasingly technological world, more and more
people are becoming disillusioned with a life dominated
by smartphones, smart TVs and dumbed down social
media. Mark Boyle was one of these people. But he's done
something about it. In fact, he's stripped his life down to
the barest essentials, not an easy task. While still living the
values espoused in his first book The Moneyless Man, Mark
has started a new life; one in which, left unemcumbered by
the trivialities of the modern life, he is getting back to basics
and learning to commune with his environment again.
'I had come to a point in my life,' writes Mark, 'where I
wanted to have an economically dependent relationship
with the people and landscapes around me, instead of one
that was financially dependent on strangers halfway across
the world.' Living in a cabin on a smallholding in Loughrea,
Co. Galway, Mark has given up not only phones, the internet
and computers, he's also taken to living without electricity,
modern plumbing and anything that could be described as
a modern enough technology in a bid to 'honestly explore
the complexities of simplicity'. The result is a mind-opening
collection of insights into stripping away the distractions
that he feels are 'killing us in more ways than one'. The Way
Home follows Mark as he builds his cabin and learns to use
his environment to provide him with food and warmth while
moving away from notions of clock-time. 'I have found that,
when you peel off the plastic that individual society vacuumpacks around you, what remains – your real needs – could
not be simpler,' he writes. 'Fresh air. Clean water. Real food.
Companionship. Warmth, earned from wood chopped with
your own hands using a convivial tool whose only input is
care. There's no extravagence, no clutter, no unneccesary
complications. Nothing to buy, nothing to be.'
A former vegan, Mark soon learns he has to kill his own
food if he is to survive and he returns to walking, hitch-hiking
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'Fresh air. Clean water. Real food.
Companionship. Warmth, earned
from wood chopped with your
own hands using a convivial tool
whose only input is care. There's
no extravagence, no clutter,
no unneccesary complications.
Nothing to buy, nothing to be.'
and biking if he needs to get anywhere. 'By getting rid of our
van,' he writes, 'I no longer have to work the two or three
months it took me to pay for its purchase, insurance, tax,
NCT, fuel and inevitable repairs'. He adds: 'I dont live in preindustrial society, the local rivers are dead and my friends
are scattered. Yet something inside me still feels that the
future – or my future at least – is on foot.' Mark and his
partner Kirsty live on 'a fraction of what is considered to
be the poverty line for a single person here in Ireland, and
without electricity or running water.' 'This can seem like a
hard life, he says, 'until that love for all of life and not just
human society – trickles down from the head and into the
veins and bones.' Interspersed with musings about the
simpler life from his time spent on the Great Blasket Islands,
The Way Home is a warm, insightful, interesting read. It's
an important book; one that will make you question your
relationship with your local environment and the wider world
on which you depend upon.
By Nicola Depuis

MY EXPERIENCE
OF THE NEXT STEP

I have been a member of the Next Step for a number of years.
It’s an oasis in the middle of what has become a chaotic and
economic driven society. Sadly we had to leave our old premises
at Camden Quay which was a hive of activity. Those of us who
were privileged enough to have experience Camden with its
will treasure for ever. We relocated to our present premises, the
Unitarian Church, nestled almost unknowingly in the middle of a
pedestrian street in the heart of a vibrant and bustling city.
I, myself suffer from long term depression and am well aware
of peoples varying attitudes on the theme and how people can
be stigmatised and labelled because of varying mental health
issues.
self acceptance, creativity, nourishing and awakening broken
possessed, while it is wonderful to see people immersed in
different projects delighting in their new skills. People who have
come from very harsh life situations let go of sad memories and

everyone is treated with dignity and respect. The Next Step is
run by a number of facilitators who oversee its running on a daily
basis.
Various tutors come in to facilitate projects and classes.
The project was the brainchild of three men who got together
seeing the need for such a facility, starting with an art class and
developing from there.
Art is self managed on Wednesdays and gives participants a
window of opportunity to discover latent talents and develop their
artistic side. Self management is great in that you can develop a
painting or drawing or any current art project you are working on.
Thursday is a full day of art and usually in the morning we have a

Personally, I have found great healing in art and sketching,
relaxing the mind while giving a people a sense of personal
people to the doors of the Next Step and it is wonderful to see
We have various workshops on offer for the week. On Monday,
the process to be very rewarding. We have a sing along where
people can get together and sing together or individually while
some people play guitar to accompany songs. People who have
possibly never sung before learn a wide variety of songs while
at the same time overcoming their shyness in singing in front of
other people. People who come from abusive situations know
only too well the fear of expressing themselves, the silence they
have to maintain for survival. I have witnessed the setting up of
the group and how it has developed over time.
John Foley from Youghal ran the group for a long time. He
took to it like a duck to water and was a natural at encouraging
and bringing out the best in people. His untimely death over a
year ago left all at the Next Step very shocked and devastated.
We will always treasure his memory and time with us. He was a

By Anne Harrington

very kind and gentle man who was an avid Elvis fan who was
aptly nicknamed after his idol.
dancing all add to the magic. We also offer a complete workshop
on essential oils learning their different uses for curative and
relaxation purposes. We also learnt how to mix different oils with
creams, for beauty and health remedies.
I came to Next Step on my knees barely functioning as a
human being. I was living in rented accommodation, having left
a very abusive marriage of 34 years being estranged by my two
adult daughters and not allowed to see my grandchildren. I left
the family home on Nov 2010 and the situation remains the same
to this day.
In the Next Step, I have met some lovely people and developed
friends for life, people who have been lost in the chaotic whirlwind
of life and have regained self- respect and dignity.
People are free to participate in various workshops and

approach to members is why it works so well.
I have also been very lucky in having the courage to initiate a
relationship with a really nice man who is also a member of the
Next Step. We are together now over 2 years and the relationship
is wonderful and continues to go from strength to strength.
The facilitators for Next Step are fantastic in their approach
to members and are admirable in their patience in discussing
various issues pertaining to members and pointing them in

second to none, while their skill in empowering the creative
process for people cannot be surpassed, striving to encourage
people to reach their full potential.
The Next Step, being a voluntary organisation whose success
in providing a vital resource to the community, has since it
funding.
Membership of the Next Step is cost effective in that seven
euro per person will cover all classes for a week while two euro
involved in Art exhibitions while work done by participants during
the year were displayed in both Douglas and Airport venues.
It is a great exercise in that people are proud of their work
and delighted to see it displayed for public viewing while also
contributing to a great sense of self-esteem and pride.
The Next Step is a place where people talk, laugh, maybe cry
experiences and solutions to solve various issues that may arise.
For me, the Next Step has replaced the home I never had and
enriched my soul in so many ways. I believe profoundly that I
wouldn’t be alive today, but for the Next Step so traumatised was
I from life experiences. The Next Step is a light in the darkness
for people with mental health issues and a haven of peace in the
midst of a troubled and hostile world. Long may it continue its
healing of broken spirits and lost souls.
Anne Harrington now facilitates a knitting/crochet class at
Next Step on Mondays
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Love
is all you Need
Rev. Mike O'Sullivan
his year, to mark the third year of my ordained ministry, We
marched in this years Pride march in Cork city. We carried
a banner, proclaiming who we are and what we stand for.
The Unitarian Church, Cork, open, inclusive and unconditionally
welcoming to all.
Over the years our understanding of our universe, our world
and ourselves has grown, we are still learning about human
sexuality, about gender identity, it is an exciting journey of
discovery and yet many churches have seen this as a threat or
certainly a challenge. Many sadly have chosen to bury their head
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end all they achieve is to tear themselves apart. Like all things in
and their clergy must be representative of a God of peoples true,
genuine and authentic lives. God must be the God of Love, of all
Love, no ifs and no buts. It is not the job of church and clergy to
restrict God, to shackle him. The spirit that is God must be open
to all and so church must be a place of welcome for all. Most
importantly, the welcome must be unconditional, we must put
our money where our mouth is. We cannot have a welcome that
tell” approach. This approach is neither honest nor authentic. We
cannot welcome people into our churches and expect them to
short, we must practise what we preach. God is the God of Love;
the expression of God is most deeply felt in the expression of
love. It is why in Cork along with our sister church in Dublin, we
offer same sex marriage, for us marriage isn’t about gender, it’s
about love.
As a Unitarian, I believe passionately in what I call genuine
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of paper, that goes beyond condescending platitudes. It is an
such reveals a God who is truly the God of love. Perhaps it is time
to look a fresh at what we commonly refer to as faith? Is it not time
to move outside the tram lines that at the end of the day seem
to be achieving nothing but exclusion? Can you imagine a sign
on any church door saying, “we reserve the right of admission?”
Horrifying thought isn’t it?
We are not an agenda driven church, I am not an agenda
driven minister. The majority of my congregation are “ straight”,
as am I, but on Sunday the 5th of August we will hold our banner
and stand side by side with our LGBT brothers and sisters, we
shall march with them, enjoying the colour the atmosphere, the
laughter and the carnival, because at the end of the day, whatever
our faith or none, whatever the colour of our skin, the language we
speak, no matter who we love, that is all we have , a shared and
its best expression, in our humanity, in our willingness to accept
and embrace the wonderful diversity that makes human life such
a rich tapestry, a tapestry that at its brightest and most colourful
is the very expression of all that is good about life and all that is
good about what we call faith and God. Life is rarely black and
white.
We can argue about theology, the very nature of God, we
can argue all those things until the cows come home but at the
end of the day, the man called Jesus had a very simple and
uncomplicated message, “Love one another as I have loved you”.
simple truth.
Rev. Mike O’Sullivan is Minister of the Unitarian Church,
Prince’s St, Cork

healthcare and the central role of the creative arts in this article.

Mental Health, Recovery and
the Role of the Creative Arts
he currently dominant paradigm, or framework, through
which we understand mental health problems, is a
medical one. When we experience anxiety, depression,
voices, suicidal impulses or states of disorganization, we are
encouraged by family, friends and the media to see a specialist,
get a diagnosis and a prescription for medication or therapy.
Mental illness is seen primarily as a technical challenge. It is
understood as something that emerges from faulty processes in
the brain or the mind, something that can be modelled with the
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same sort of models that we use in the rest of medicine, as when
we grapple with endocrine problems such as diabetes. Such
models are developed by experts in psychiatry or psychology,
and innovation in treatments are understood to emerge from
university departments or research laboratories. In this paradigm,
patients can do things to help themselves but this is adjunctive
to the main work that is provided to patients by experts of one
sort or another. While the non-technical aspects of mental
health (relationships, meanings, values) are not ignored, they are
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While this paradigm guides the way we understand mental
health problems, determines how we organise services and
training courses, sets our priorities for research funding and
underscores the powers invested in professionals under the
terms of mental health legislation, there is mounting evidence that
the basic set of assumptions upon which it is based are simply
wrong. Empirical research on where mental health problems
come from, and on what actually works to get people well,
meanings and values. If we are to be truly evidence-based in our
dominant paradigm and effectively reversing our understanding
of what should be at the heart of our work. This has echoes of
that other great paradigmatic reversal in history when Copernicus
asserted that the earth revolves around the sun, not the other way
around.

The recovery approach
In fact, mental health service users have already started to
do this. What is known as the ‘recovery approach’ emerged
directly from service users challenging the understanding of their
problems that they had been given by professionals. In the past
20-30 years, many people who were told that were suffering from
schizophrenia, or some other form of serious mental illness, and
told that their best hope was simply to ‘keep taking the tablets’
and passively accept the guidance of the professionals, managed
they were able to exit mental health services altogether. Some
did so with the help of therapy or medication but others found
paths that led them to a reality of recovery that did not involve
mental health services at all. Work, relationships, the creative arts,
recreation, peer support, religion and spirituality and a range of
other pursuits have all provided the encouragement and support
that people needed. Some found that services got in the way of
their recovery and a number argued that they had been damaged
by their involvement with psychiatry and the other mental health
professions. A substantial group of these individuals have written
about their journeys and now provide inspiration to their peers.
The recovery approach has emerged directly from this literature
and the movement that has grown around it. Its essential
message chimes with the results of empirical work on how
does not represent a new model as such but instead involves an
interrogation of all professional models and an assertion of the
centrality of empowerment in the process of recovery.

The role of the creative arts
Within the technological paradigm, the role of the creative
arts is supportive, an ‘add-on’ to the really important technical
stuff that is done by medical personnel and allied professions.
In the recovery approach, the situation is very different. This
does not deny the importance of technical issues such as
diagnosis, pharmacology and psychotherapy but it renders these
as secondary in importance to the role played by relationships,
meanings and values. Through the lens of the recovery approach,
the creative arts show up as often having a central role in a
person’s journey towards health and integration. I believe that
there are at least three reasons why the creative arts are important
in mental health work.
First of all, the arts are therapeutic in themselves. Creative
projects involving art, drama, poetry and music offer spaces
where meanings can be generated, different roles can be explored
nurtured. These are the essential ingredients of recovery.
Secondly, training in the arts is very different to the sort of
training that most mental health professionals undergo. It involves
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authenticity. Artistic people bring a distinct sensibility to their work
with mental health service users. I have come to value this greatly
in the service where I work. The creative people who input to our
service bring an energy, way of working and style of engagement
comfortable with ambiguity, open endedness and bring a different
relation to the inputs of doctors, nurses and others who (for the
most part) have a more technical form of training.
Thirdly, many artists have found inspiration for their work in
their own encounters with mental health problems. It would be
easy to list the poets, painters, actors and musicians who have
struggled with states of madness, distress and alienation. Some
researchers and commentators have pointed to links between
such states of mind and the psychological sources of human
creativity. The exploration of such links can lead to a more
positive, meaningful and ultimately more hopeful understanding
of mental suffering itself.

Conclusion
The greatest challenge facing those of us who work in mental
health services in this country and internationally is to get
beyond the institutional mind set that pervaded in the asylums
of the past century. We have physically moved our services out
of the asylums but we have yet to liberate ourselves fully from
this institutional culture. The creative arts can promote positive
change on a number of levels. They are an essential part of the
move towards a recovery approach in mental health.
Dr Pat Bracken is now retired previously he served as
Clinical Director of the Mental Health Service in West Cork,
Ireland. He trained in medicine, psychiatry and philosophy in
Ireland and the UK. He was Professor of Philosophy, Diversity
and Mental Health at the University of Central Lancashire in the
years 2006-2008.
Pat has been to the fore in promoting the importance of
‘critical reflection’ in mental health work and was one of the
founders of the Critical Psychiatry Network. Through his career
he has argued for the importance of hearing the voices of
service users and has argued that psychiatry cannot progress
until it develops the capacity to really engage with the serviceuser movement.
He was co-editor of the book Rethinking the Trauma of War
with Dr Celia Petty, published in 1998. His own book Trauma:
Culture, Meaning and Philosophy was published in 2002. With
Prof Phil Thomas, he published the book Postpsychiatry: A New
Direction for Mental Health in 2005.
This article was printed with the kind permission of
artsandhealth.ie C/o Waterford Healing Arts Trust, WHAT Centre
for Arts & Health, University Hospital Waterford,Dunmore
Road,Waterford, Ireland

FROM HOSPITAL BED
TO HAPPINESS CARDS
by Nicola Depuis
PASCALE LUTZ has an incredible story to share; one
that takes her from Paris to Passage West Creates and
back again to Paris for her regular hair appointments:
'I love Ireland but no-one can do my fringe like a French
hairdresser', she says with a hint of alarm while sipping
her lemon tea.We've agreed to meet at On the Pig's Back
in Douglas at Pascale's suggestion. Famed for its French
epicerie & specialities, it feels fitting to meet the stylish
Parisian in this rustic setting filled with beautiful works of
art. I first became aware of Pascale after picking up her book
'Always There for You' during a trip to the Passage West
Creates store last Christmas. In it, Pascale details how after
badgering her parents to buy her a motorbike for her 18th
birthday, she experienced a horrific crash a week later when
a car plummeted into her bike, leaving her with a severe
brain injury. With her memory impaired Pascale had to learn
all the basics again; from walking to eating with a knife and
fork. Thankfully her soulmate Xavier Lutz was by her side
every step of the way and they recently celebrated their
39th anniversary. However, recovery was a slow and often
painful process. Pascale couldn't remember how to play her
beloved piano or even how to cross the road which made her
safety a huge concern.
Her parents tried putting her back in school but 'I didn't
recognise my friends and I was very restless, taking no
notice of the teacher. I simply couldn't remember how to
behave in normal situations,' she says. At this point her
parents were advised to put her in a psychiatric ward 'mostly
because the doctors didn't really know what was wrong
with me and so didn't know how to treat me properly. They
simply felt I wasn't ready to be integrated into everyday
life'. Pascale admits she hated the psychiatric ward and
felt very isloated and sometimes frightnened there. After
five months she was released to begin the real work of
rebuilding her life. She learned how to play bass, married
Xav and, surprisingly, bought a new motorbike. Being in the
male dominated worlds of music and motorbikes she then
decided she needed more female company in her life and
so decided to train at a private beautician school. Pascale's
memory continued to return and at the age of 23, herself
and Xav sold all their belongings, crammed an old van with
their musical instruments, clothes and bikes and they set off
to start a new life in West Cork.
Now based in Douglas from where she runs a home
beauty salon, Pascale also regularly plays the bass in local
venues, makes and sells jewellery, practises Integrated
Energy Therapy (IET) and Emotional Freedom Technique
(EFT) and she is the creator of the hugely popular Happiness
Diary and a series of Happiness Cards including Mini Daily
Happiness Cards and Mini Daily Happiness Cards for the
Young. Having initially brought out Happiness cards for
adults, Pascale says she was at first reticent to create cards
for children as, having no children herself, she thought she
wouldn't be knowledgable enough about the area. However,
after being asked repeatedly she decided to look into it.

'There were three things I didn't want to do. I didn't want to
be condescending, to lack respect for younger people and to
be too adult,' admits Pascale. 'I asked a friend, Mary Forrest,
who is a teacher and is very kind, to edit and oversee my
work as she would know as a teacher what would work and
what wouldn't work in the cards for the young. We came up
with areas like anxiety, lack of self-image, lack of self-worth,
lack of self-confidence, bullying, exclusion, feeling not
enough, discouragement. Then I had three smallies test the
cards and the emoji's and give their opinion. The cards are
fun but they have a deeper message behind them like it's ok
to be scared but not to stay scared, to confide in others or
im brilliant and kind.'
These mini Happiness cards are a real treasure, filled with
positive intuitive sayings including 'When I feel something
or someone is wrong for me, I am usually right and I follow
my instinct', 'I accept people who are different from me',
and 'Today is my day and I choose to make it wonderful'.
Small enough to fit in your pocket, the idea is to pick one
each morning and carry it in your pocket for the day as a
reminder.
As I sip the last of my latte, I remark to Pascale what a
wonderful joyful smile she has and I ask what she does to
keep smiling and to keep her mental health in check.
'It's so important to be kind to yourself,' she answers, 'to
give yourself what you need wth self-love and self-care.
As they say...if you don't put your own oxygen mask on
first, you won't be able to breathe and you won't be able to
help others. So take time for yourself before you burn out.
You can't give what you don't have. Find a few moments
during the week to be still and be with yourself in the
present moment. Also, be kind to people and to animals.
Because what you give out you receive. I love random acts
of kindness. And lastly, I learned this the hard way. Go with
the flow. This is very important. When something doesn't
happen the way you want it to, don't get upset, say thank
you. For example, in the past if a client cancelled at the last
minute, I would be angry and upset and would think that
person was unreliable and my time was wasted. But now
I just say thank you and I trust that something better will
come along, be it giving me time to ring my mum or friends
or to have space for a different client. When you get upset
you block the energy of something better coming your way.
Just remember when John Lennon's mother asked him what
he wanted to be when he grew up he said Happy. Isn't that
the most important thing?'
Pascale's Happiness Cards and Mini Daily Happiness
Cards for the Young are currently available to buy at
Passage West Creates and at pascalelutz.com. Pascale's
Happiness Diary 2020 can also be pre-ordered on the
website.
Nicola Depuis is a Freelance Journalist, Author, Screenwriter
& Editor
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The Next Step Open Art Studio
Promoting Creativity for Mental Health and Wellbeing

The Next Step had its beginnings in the Camden Palace
Hotel and has now taken up residency in the Unitarian
church, Princes Street, Cork.
Its ethos is to promote mental health and wellbeing
through its creative arts programme .
The programme currently consists of creative writing,
an art studio craft cafe yoga, drama and woodwork.
Here we see some of the participants at work in our creative space
and the following two pages show an art gallery of participants paintings
Please see our current programme on the inside of the back page.
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Poems
Belonging

For David at Malaga
A boy and girl sat by the ocean,
the shoreline beyond belief.
But in that world it was bland beauty.
Forming a background to working lives.
None impressed the couple,
absorbed in each other eyes, seeing destinies
that might
or might not include the other.
But then a wavelet tinkling caused them
to look away from their reverie cut the eye
spell and the tremendous sand soaked wind
compelled them to stand up alone
without touching.
The awesomeness of the scene terrified
and moved them.
The power had sent a benison
for them alone.
It had stroked back its veils and
revealed the glorious
working of its inner self

It was the fourth day after
the first day
Autumn was unravelling in all
of its glory.
Resistance was building
I felt it deep in my heart
an unknown thing, a gift
disguised as a problem
freedom was both inches and
lifetimes away.
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Drinkers
Isn’t it good
that glass in the end
becomes sand again
on the bottom of the river

bottle by dark water
Will you slip a
message in on time?
Or will the glass
be broken at the end
of the dark water
and again become stone

Rosalin Blue

The whole picture like
child coloured chinese print
stretched on wild silk.
Then out of the sky come a bird
aslant the salt air
'my heart in hiding stirred for a bird aslant the
salt air
The achievement the mastery of the thing'

Love
Perdita.

Ber Nolan

Where else for the drinkers
by dark waters
at night, perhaps a fire
music, a few people
or again alone
At hand the empty

Now they could see a great fiery globe,
its tendrils filling the sky like lobster claws.
Grey and white clouds, played tag with
a stray star and
sweetest lavender framed the
incredible scene.

Thought the boy, and that nights as they
shook the sand from their clothes,
they gave thanks for that day,
for that day, for the now, now,
one day at a time.

You’re past is you’re past,
You’re future is you’re future
No-one needs to hear your story
Until you are ready.
When you feel safe to hope and
dream,

To be somewhere
Where you’re wanted
Where you’re needed
To know you’ll be listened to
And respected.

Summer

Sense of Snow
Sense of snow
Blue with cold,
Hard as ice,
Soft as snow,
Bitter wind,

Pick up pen
Sketch, write
Paint the
Grey sky
White world

Time to wrap
up,
Put on the wool
Cosy warm.
Lock all the
doors,
Shut windows.

Gwen Kennedy

Summer will come in the
month of June,
With warm days, and
balmy nights
Sandals and flip-flops
T-shirts and belly tops
Lashings of sunscreen
Devouring ice-cream
Faster than the sun
can melt it.
Sit outside and warm
the bones
Until September comes
around again.

Ber Nolan

Autumn
On this day in Autumn
waiting for mangos to ripen
rain watching
Couch sitting
thinking.
Running out of places to run to
for people to turn into
It was as dangerous as it promised
to be.

Anchorless in a mud place
floating in a dream space
never there, always on the way.
A journey was planning
on this day in Autumn.

Carol Reidy

Poems
The Old Man’s Prayer

Paidir An T-Seanduine

By Niall De Baroid (1981)

Le Niall De Baroid (1981)

Dear God, You made the earth,
the flowers and the wild wild sea.
How often I walked on the breast of the earth
with You in my mind,
dewy pearls of morning glistening on the grass.
The sound of bees collecting honey and
the power of the sun shining
And these two hands taming the earth.
How often, dear God, did I see your power with
terrible storms tearing the waves,
nets without fish and a belly without food
and a heart wounded with hunger and with pain.

A Dhia, rinne tu an speir na hein agus an farraige fiain,
Is minic a shiuil me ar bhroinn an chre agus tu I’m
chiall.
Pearlai druchta na maidine ag glioscarnach ar an
bhfear
Glor na mbeach ag bailliu meala
agus neart na greinne as taitneamh ar an de,
geag seo ag smachta an chre.

One day I heard the Lark sailing her
voice on the stream of the wind
and my memory sailed to far away places
where dwell my family, my friends and my kin.
With bleeding hands and bleeding heart
I often finished the work of the day.
O God of Glory, it wasn’t easy, but, thanks
dear God for the strength to endure.
But now, dear God,
You made the gentle peace of the morning
and the soft peace of the stars
But you had a son too and he was crucified
on the side of a hill,
bleeding hands and bleeding heart
Dar God, this is a hard life.

Don’t Get Hooked
If you’re an alcoholic or a drug addict it’s never
too late to change your twist of fate. Be warned
the signs show early on. Starting on the drug for
some continues to be a bug and slowly but surely
they crave more and more and feel an intense
feeling to increase the dose.
The habit might start at weekends and creep into
the weeknights slowly but surely as the cravings
and yearning for the drug ever increases. An
addict gets crooked trying to conceal the habit.
It turns some addicts into devious beings it burns
and continues to blister their skin.
There is no doubt it’s a difficult path back when
the drug has now completely taken over your
life. Most addicts are forced to lead a continuous
life of sin and some will loose their loved ones
and detrimentally end up on the street finding it
impossible to find their feet. It’s the most horrific
thing you see on the city streets today the poor
soft souls who have lost their way.

Anonymous

Is minic a Dhia, a choinnic me do chumhacht,
agus Stoirmeacha fiochmhara ag stracadh na dtonn.
Lionta gan iasc agust bolg gan bia,
Agus mo chroi gant le hocras agus pian.
La sa sliabh do chuala me an chuac,
Ag seoladh a guth ar sruth an gaoith,
Agus sheol mo chuimhne go reigiuin iasachta,
Ina raibh mo dhaoine, my chairde agus mo chlann.
Le fuil o mo chroi agus fuil o mo lamha,
Is minic a d’fhileas tar eis obair an lae,
A Dhia, mo gloire, ni raibh se easca,
Ach mo bhuiochas a Dhia as mo dhothain ….
Anois, a Dhia, rinne tu suaimhneas geal na maidine,
Agus suaimhneas bog ma realt.
Ach bhi mac agat freiseann agust de….. e
Are thoabh sliaibh,
Foil ona chroi agus foil ona lamha,
A Dhia, ta an seal sea cruaidh.

Depressions Wind
Gusty wind that throws me down
Body and mind to the stoney ground
I battle each time to rise again
I try so hard each time it blows
To run from the signs it always shows
In the end it wins agains
Depression’s my wind, no one’s friend.
Hospital wards with nurses all round
Surely a solution to my pain can be found
Memories blocked and locked away
Just glimpses of some make me turn away
No one understands the wars I fight
Day after day, night after night
Affecting my relatives, family, friends
Leaving them useless, at their wit’s end.
The wind blows again into my heart
Tearing my mind and body apart
Nothing but sorrow, sadness and pain
With every gust it starts again
A tornado whirls into my mind
I’m suicidal or cut to unwind
These are the hardest battles to begin
Afraid that one day it will finally win.

Bernice Landers
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Short Stories
Me and my dog
called Captain
Across the hills we travelled
Bounding over stone ditches me and my Captain
Then through the long rushes I hear him yelping
as he raises a brown hare
All through the long meadow nearly ready to cut
Bounding and jumping as he races away the
poor hare for to catch
Not a hope in hell
The yelping dies down and he returns
somewhat chastened
We head for home the excitement over
Me and my Captain always together
Now rest in peace

What's he going to do today?
Oh my God he's pulling and pushing it.
Now he's dragging a huge clutch of it
and he's dragging it from top to bottom.
Is he finished yet?
No: he's dragging some more and joining it together.
He's spraying sticky lacquer on it to hold it together.
I hope there is no wind today.
Maybe he won't go out as he's eating a Big Mac and tweeting
away while watching the telly.
Is he finished yet as he's spraying on an orange tan
and it looks like he's going to go outdoors.
Oh, he's looking out the door, but wait,
what's that howling wind coming his way?
Why, it's Stormy Daniels.

PJ Cornyn

William Wolohan

Apartment 1984 Trump Tower
On a recent visit to New York I was invited to visit my
friend Mary Murphy. Mary was working as a childminder
for a professional American family who lived with their
two young children in the residential area of Trump
Tower. The buildings most famous residents the
Trumps lived in a penthouse in a separate section of
the skyscraper. When I called to Trump Tower to see
Mary the concierge and security personnel said they
were having trouble with the lifts and directed me to
a service lift. This would take me to apartment 1984.
However there were two lifts so I decided to take the
gold coloured one.
When I entered the lift I saw what I thought was a
female lift attendant. On closer inspection I thought the
attendant looked a bit like a robot as this lifelike woman
had almond eyes and slightly pulled skin on her face
and neck. I asked the attendant to press apartment
number 1984 while at the same time wondering why
the attendant's features looked familiar. I realised it was
Melania Trump, the wife of America's current president
Donald Trump. I immediately began to think how was
she able to live with such a man like Donald Trump.
Having realised who she was I apologized for asking her
to press the button, but she just nodded in response.
While on the way up to number 1984 something really
odd happened. A bit of the skin on her cheek began
to peel and her eyes fluttered violently. She seemed to
be having a seizure. I wanted to help so I reached for
her hand but then she looked at me and I froze as the
skin had now fallen from her right cheek onto the floor
leaving a metal frame for the right side of her face. Her
eyes were fluttering very wildly now and she seemed
about to explode into pieces. I really wanted to get out,
any floor would do. Then the lift stopped at one of the
floors. I was now in a daze. The doors opened. Melania,
with her head now spinning violently and her body
shaking periodically, stepped out, turned and wished
me goodbye in a clear and fluent Russian dialect.

Catherine Mannion
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I was Donald Trump's hair

Alfie The dog
by Ger Long

It was a dark Saturday afternoon in mid November as I was
looking out the window at the big hill yonder known as Donegal.
It looked very very dismal and dark as heavy rain poured down
relentlessly.
Suddenly, I was shaken out of my reflections on the
weather with the noise of a black VW Passat pulling into the
yard.This jolted me quickly back to reality.
Hi, said the man! I have the pup. Oh Yes, I nearly forgot my new
pup was on his way this morning,
looking the worse for wear after the long journey from North
Cork. He seemed frightened, scared and upset,struggling
in the arms of it's owner, quietly whimpering at the sudden
unpredictable change in the new circumstance of his short life.
I could empathise with his feelings, as from time to
time we all have been there as the result of events in our lives. If
we are wise we know there is always tomorrow and events in life
can turn in an instant.
I took Alfie as I later named him in my arms,the little
Basset hound with those huge sad eyes. The name he arrived
with was Sid which reminded me of Sid Vicious a lead band
member of a punk group but this belied his true nature and we
were buddies from the start.
I put him in his new bed and fed and watered him.
He slept all night and at 7am the following morning I
awoke, the habit of a lifetime,and quickly rushed to the kitchen
to take a peek at him. He was wide awake and glad to see
me, cautiously looking at me while taking in his new living
arrangements. We bonded almost straight away and
now are firm friends.
Needless to say he is a wonder of wonders. I take him
walking twice daily and I feel the benefits greatly in mind and
spirit. He is a great talking point with people and I have met and
spoken with a lot of interesting people on our walks people that I
would never have met but for my wonderful dog Alfie.He is calm.
relaxed,and stubborn as hell but what a friend.
So when ever the cold winds blow and dark shadows
appear I look forward to hearing and seeing him, remembering
their is always tomorrow if we are wise,
life turns in an instant.
My advice to anyone who feels isolated or cut off from life
especially people living on their own is to get a pet. At the very
least you will give a animal a good home and at most you will
make a good friend and have peace of mind.
I have found testimony to the old adage that a dog is
a man's best friend.
Gerard Long.

BOOK REVIEW:

The Scar
A Personal History of Depression and Recovery
by Mary Cregan
The Lilliput Press, 2019
The Scar could easily trigger
uncomfortable memories and feelings in anyone who has been
through a serious depression. However, as a narrator Mary
Cregan is consoling in her strength and clear-sightedness.
She is an astute and wise guide to walk beside as she tells
her story. Having spent time in a psychiatric facility, I often felt

cooperative to medical staff can leave you vulnerable to your
of her stay at the psychiatric branch of New York Hospital
in Westchester, she wonders how, given her suicidal state,
psychiatric staff left her to her own devices with a glass object,
one she used to cut her neck open with in a suicidal bid.
Writing this over a period of thirty years after the event
Philadelphian born English literature lecturer navigates the

murky waters of her psychological unravelling with a clarity
inspired by her wide research into the history of mental
illness. This research, she feels, has given her a lens through
which she can view her experience of mental illness within
the history of such maladies. Throughout the book, Mary
weaves insights from her own story with developments in
the history of psychology, psychiatry and pharmaceuticals.
She writes positively about her experiences with ECT and
with antidepressants. She puts forward the argument that the
to describe symptoms of what would later become know as
severe depression, should be reinstated.
She retells the classical Greek tale of goddess Demeter and
the loss of her daughter Persephone to explore her own grief
about her daughter Anna who died from a heart defect a few
days after her birth.
nature. It brings to light the dark experiences of those of us
who have survived depression and mental illness in a way that
feels inclusive, a shared human experience, one in which there
is hope. “Severe, even suicidal depression can be managed.
Surviving it teaches you that it is survivable. You take your
meds. You keep in touch with your psychiatrist. You wait it
out.” It is informative and engaging and a formidable addition

Reviewed by Nicola Depuis who is a Freelance Journalist,
Author, Screenwriter & Editor. She has worked with Channel
4, national newspapers and has published several books, inc
Mna na hEireann - The Women Who Shaped Ireland
(Mercier Press, 2009)
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Begin With

Kindness
An Interview with

MARY CREGAN,
AUTHOR OF THE SCAR

Born in Philadelphia, Mary Cregan recently
history with depression and recovery. Here, she
speaks with Nicola Depuis about melancholia, ECT
and the anxiety that comes with releasing a book
about mental illness.

Mary, can I ask what the effect has been of
writing and finishing your book 'The Scar'? It's
incredibly personal and honest and must have
brought a lot up emotionally so I'm wondering
how this has impacted your mental health?

accepted for publication the following month. I was very
anxious about how much I had exposed about my life and
I was anxious, even embarrassed about it. But as time

drugs controversy, thinking I would just write an article
about that. Then I realized that my only authority was in my
experience, and I overcame my resistance to saying what
happened to me, to Anna and to all the rest. I had never
the amount of exposure it would entail. My husband was
helpful as a reader - he has written several books and has a
good sense of storytelling. I did a lot of cutting and revision
- a sort of perfectionism. If I was going to expose myself it
had better be a very good book!

Can I ask how long the book took to write and
where you wrote it?

"It's as though I've lost a comrade in a shared
struggle." This is an incredibly moving line in the
book and one I greatly empathise with. When
Sally Brampton, author of Shoot the Damn Dog,
her memoir of life with depression, took her life
I was heartbroken and felt indeed that I'd lost
a comrade, one whose work had made a big
difference to my life. In your opinion and from
your experience, what can be done to help more
of our comrades stay here with us?

I wrote the book at my desk in my bedroom. It took

I had no idea that Sally Brampton had taken her own

book I needed to write. I wanted to show what it is like to
live with this illness, and to do that I had to write honestly
about my life. So, while I did have trouble sleeping, and
falling into depression at times during the writing of the

helping people feel less alone.
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ECT - clearly he has been used to that being the usual
done for people who keep falling into the state of being
suicidal. First, is there medication that is effective for
them? And second, is there a doctor/therapist who can
give the person a sense of hope and support them as they
pull themselves away from that terrible place? Third, are
there people in their lives who provide comfort and, again,
support--a sense of belonging to the world and a reason to
to answer. But it has to do with asking can the illness be
gotten under control? What can re-attach the person to
the world? What meaningful work, relationships, etc. can
be resumed to provide a sense of purpose and belonging?
Also, of course, ongoing sources of extreme stress in a

You wrote about arriving in what Susan Sontag
called 'the kingdom of the sick'. Since my own
illness I get nervous about it returning. Do you
have the same fears?
I lived in the condition you describe here for years. The
experience of being suicidal and being hospitalised was
traumatic and very frightening so I always worried that
it could return. Again, I was fortunate in being a person
who does respond to medication, and I was able to keep
pushing myself forward, trying to reach a place of stability.
book, we never know what might tip us into that place or
what wobble in the response to medication might cause a
new downturn.

The term 'melancholia' is used a lot throughout
the book as a better indicator of how you have felt,
rather than the often misused term 'depression'.
Would you like to see this term reinstated in
medical/psychiatric fields and used more in
society?
I would, I think, like to see the term melancholia
reinstated. Not all depression is melancholic depression,
but the term helps to indicate a level of dangerous severity
and the possibility of suicide. There is a movement to bring
it back.

Have you seen the Lars Von Trier movie
Melancholia?

I imagine because of the thoroughness with which I give the
humanities courses. That would be wonderful.

You wrote about the practice in psychiatric
wards of 'no suicide contracts'. What do you think
could be done to ensure that more inpatients
are kept safe from harming themselves? Are 'no
suicide contract' just a hospital's way of insuring
themselves?

when people are suicidal: a person in so much pain that
is an example) promise with certainty. The idea, of course,
is that the hospital has to be a safe place. I have been
told by a psychiatrist that some nurses hate to enforce
orders that deprive the patient of dignity (like going through
belongings, accompanying patient to bathroom, etc) so
slip-ups can happen. I see what happened in my case
as the sort of human error that happens in hospitals all
the time. I imagine that people who manage psychiatric
hospitals worry about this and are constantly working on
ways to prevent suicides.

Have you found any positives in your experience
of depression?
The only positive side, I think, is in understanding that
I think I learned to have more empathy for myself in looking
at myself from the outside and seeing myself as a part of
this long struggle to understand and treat the illness. The
lack of empathy for oneself, when one is depressed, is

Why, in your opinion, are depression and anxiety
so prevalent today as opposed to any other time
in history?
I

and given clinical descriptions, so the labels make it seem
that they are more prevalent than ever. But certainly, there
is a lot of suffering from anxiety and depression these days.
loneliness all contribute to raising levels of depression and

wondered whether the "end of the world" vision in the
depressed person - an extravagant projection outward of

solve it except by beginning with kindness to oneself and
to others.

What has the response been to your book from
the medical/psychiatric associations?

This interview was conducted by Nicola Depuis who is a
Freelance Journalist, Author, Screenwriter & Editor. She has
worked with Channel 4 and national newspapers. Nicola
has published several books, including mNa Na hEireann
Women Who Shaped Ireland. (Mercier Press, 2009)

I heard from Max Fink, the ECT expert I cite and write
about. He is about 97 years old and read my op-ed in the
New York Times. He then read the book, and wrote to me

The Scar (The Lilliput
Press, 2019) is currently on sale in bookshops
nationwide.It is reviewed in this magazine.

have to do some research on that.
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ANTARCTICA
By Vincent Murphy

n 1981, I was rambling around South America for eight or
nine months and ended up in Ushuaia, Argentina. I looked
south and wondered about the next stop – Antarctica! But
going there in the middle of the Southern Hemisphere winter

I

to Antarctica again. In February 2018, after 38 years, I was
back in the exact same spot and this time Antarctica was my
destination. Before departing for Ushuaia, we spent a night
in Buenos Aires in the El Caminito La Boca area. It is full of
restaurants, craft stalls, bric-a-brac and street art, and of
course, argentine tango – a must see in Buenes Aires. It is
superb.
We board our cruise ship to take us to Ushuaia. We sail
down the Beagle Channel on a clear evening with a calm sea
Chilean town on Navarino Island in the Beagle Channel, are
visible on our left. Navarino is a little further south than Ushuaia
but it is Ushuaia that has the reputation of being the world’s
most southerly town.
Two days later, we reach the Falkland Islands or ‘Islas
Malvinas’ to Argentineans. There are 3,200 people in all living
on the Islands. In 1982, Argentina invaded the Falklands,
however Maggie Thatcher was having none of it and the
UK was back in control of the Falklands a few months later.
Maggie is the heroine down there! We visited New Island, the
most westerly of the Falkland Islands and Saunders Island on
the north-west of the archipelago. There we see rookeries of
the rock-hopper, magallanic, king and gentoo penguins, black-
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browed albatrosses and king cormorants. The albatross chicks
have a soft, grey, furry plumage. The rock-hopper penguins
really do hop from rock to rock! Great weather with clear blue
skies, not too cold, stunning bird life and scenery.
Next stop is Stanley, the Capital of the Falkland Islands. It
is a town of about 2,000 people, much like a small provincial
town in England. A bus tour takes us out around the harbour,
passing a number of wrecks. There is the Lady Elizabeth,
which, in 1912, hobbled into port in need of repairs but they

Apparently this was a fairly common occurrence.
En route to South Georgia, we pass the Shag Islands - four
a clear day, and the changing light, as we see it from different
angles, has a dramatic effect. South Georgia is a remote Island
in the South Atlantic with no permanent residents. It was
once a centre for the whaling industry, long since stopped but
the remnants of the old whaling stations remain. A cold and
was summer and the temperature was around 10 degrees.
We visited Godthul Bay, Fortuna Bay, Stromness, Gritviken,
Coopers Bay and the Drygalski Fjord, landing at each.
We hiked, visited penguin colonies, passed by lazing fur
seals and their young pups, belching elephant seals and a
leopard seal lying on a rock soaking up the sunshine – it might
be cold, but the sun does shine! And how the penguins smell,
not exactly Chanel No. 5! Normally the seals don’t bother the

and see the blow from their nostrils and their slow tumble
at the surface. We anchored off Cape Wild on Elephant
rescued. It’s hard to fathom how they ever survived - rocky
at water level, a steep rock face behind them, no such thing
as a sandy beach and no vegetation. The adjacent glacier
provided a source of fresh water. There is a rookery of Chin
Strap Penguins on a nearby rock. They battered an odd
penguin to death for food – they had to eat them raw, they
had nothing to cook with. There is a bust is of Captain Pardo
on a rock which states:
commanded by Pilot Luis Pardo Villalón rescued the 22 men
from the Shackleton Expedition who survived the wreck of

After Elephant Island, we head to the Antarctic Peninsula,
that part of Antarctica which curls up towards Cape Horn
and Tierra del Fuego at the bottom of South America. The
cruise ship wanders in and out around islands, inlets and
the Antarctic mainland. Everything is white, except for the
myriad hues of blue and green from the icebergs. We visit
Brown Bluff, Kinnes Bay, Mikkelsen Harbour, and Cierva
Cove. Here it’s much colder, down to -8, lower when you
take account of wind chill. We have to wrap up well! We
go ashore, hike on the snow and glaciers, take zodiac trips
around the harbours, see lots of penguins, whales, icebergs,
trip.
Then it’s time to head north for our last stop at Deception
Island in the South Shetlands. This is an old caldera volcano
a huge circle of mountains around the sea inside. There’s
the remains of an old whaling station can be seen. The

penguins and the penguins occasionally use the seals as
stepping stones! But the leopard seal is an ever present danger

life – arctic terns, skuas, albatrosses, petrels and others. The
South Georgia played a major part in the Story of Ernest
Shackleton and the Endurance Expedition of 1914 – 1917.
After a 14 day trip from Elephant Island in an open boat, in
on Elephant Island, Shackleton arrived in South Georgia. He
landed at King Haakon Bay but there was no settlement there.
Three of them – Shackleton, Worsley and Tom Crean climbed
over mountains and glaciers to get to the whaling station at
Stromness. As they approached, some of the whalers saw
Shackleton and thought he must be an alien. Where could
he have come from? His friend, the manager of the whaling
story and be believed. Shakleton is buried in Gritviken. At his
grave we drink a toast. A bust of Shackleton can be seen in the
old Norwegian style church. There was once a minister there
but the whalers had little interest and the whaling company
stopped paying for him.
Then we head south west towards Elephant Island. We are
followed by Cape Petrels who are very recognisable by their
very distinctive black and white colouring. Penguins swim
through the water and tumble like porpoises as they catch

provides a view to the sea outside - lots of fur seals and
some aggressive males but put your hand out towards them
and they stop coming at you.
Back in Ushuaia, there is a bus tour to Lapataia National
Park, woodland, rivers and Lapataia bay, which opens
onto the Beagle Channel. Sometime around the 1940s,
beavers were introduced from Canada with the objective
of developing a fur trade. The fur trade never took off but
the beavers had no natural predators so they prospered.
From an initial 25 pairs, there are now some 70,000 in the
destroys large areas of woodlands. The Yagan people lived
cold climate in which they lived, early Yagan wore little or no
they could, even in their boats. The name "Tierra del Fuego"

humans, allowing them to generate more internal body

still, naked in that climate? Snow? Hard to imagine.
Before returning to Ireland, we spent a few days in
Valparaiso in Chile. The city is built on a hillside. A maze of
narrow winding streets, paths and funiculars connect the
lower and upper parts. It was once the home of Pablo Neruda,
house overlooks city and port. As we wander around, we are
amazed by the fabulous street art everywhere.
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Self-Care for
the Caregiver
Learning from
the Pros
by Neal Dunnigan

here are times when we need to step in and unexpectedly
act as the caregiver. It sometimes begins as a crisis
situation. We jump in and do as much as we can - just
as fast as we can. The situation causes us to put our life on
hold. It is almost like we are running a sprint. Sometimes that
sprinting does it and the crisis passes, so our caregiver role

T

does not and the need is for us to be caregivers for an extended
period of time and then our sprint turns into a marathon. Now
we can no longer put our life on hold, instead caregiving
becomes an additional and major part of our life. We can no
longer do as much as we can, as fast as we can. Now the
caregiving situation becomes “as long as we can”. Just as a
long distance runner encounters obstacles like hills, adverse
weather, burdensome feelings, and negative thoughts, as
long-term caregivers, we also encounter our own emotional
obstacles. Unplanned caregiving is a loving response to a
always encounter obstacles. Most of these obstacles are
tangible and practical like how will our loved one get to a
doctor appointment? or how will the bed linens get cleaned?
However, any times we are faced with the more subtle and
problems of the emotional wear and tear on ourselves as
caregivers. These will manifest as “body feelings” like tension,
stress, and anxiety. They will also manifest as emotional
feelings such as: sadness, loneliness, resentment, despair,
we experience in our everyday lives but which become more
pronounced in our roles as caregivers. When we acknowledge
them and respond to them appropriately, these feelings are
our inboard warning system to keep us safe and effective.
When we try to ignore them or to push them aside, then we
risk losing our emotional balance and becoming left effective
as caregivers and as human beings. We are not alone in
who work each day in the “helping professions” encounter
emotional obstacles continuously. These helping professionals
include people who work as doctors, nurses, social workers,
for those emotional obstacles. Names like: secondary PTSD,
burnout, and compassion fatigue.
Taking care of one’s own emotional health is a real and
deliberate part of the professional practice of people who
work in those occupations. Unlike the people in the helping
professions, in most cases, we did not anticipate or have
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extensive training prior to our taking on our caregiver roles. We
just found ourselves facing a critical need and we responded
out of a mix of duty, goodness, and love. There was likely a
own personal values, but perhaps also a big readjustment to,
what up until then, had been our personal priorities and goals.
As a result, we often come to our caregiver role willing, but bit
underprepared, and concerned about our ability to perform
our role. Fortunately, there are some key points that we can
learn from the pros in the helping professions. Self-care is not
be in a position where we can both “put in our best” and “get
the best outcome” from our care efforts. This does not happen
if we neglect ourselves to the point of getting emotionally run
down.
Develop an early warning system where we learn to know
ourselves and our own personal signs and signals of stress
and respond to them early and regularly. The best emotional
maintenance is preventive maintenance. Be proactive and
don’t let the emotional toll grow to the point of being out of
control. Acknowledge and act on what is good for us. Know
and make time to do them. There will be compromises. Our
caregiving roles may not allow us the same amount of time
that makes it work for us. We need to use those activities
to make those regular contributions to top up the credit our
There are people who have travelled the road before and there
are people who can help us along many parts of the way. We
need to be proactively on the lookout for them and not be
out for help.
There are professional resources that can help us see our
way through many kinds of issues. Unburden ourselves - at
least emotionally. We naturally wish there was no need for us
we face our task in a way where we recognise and harmonise
the connections between caring for and loving ourselves and
the ones we care for, then our caregiving can be one of the
riches experiences of our life.
(Neal Dunnigan is the Operations Manager for The Next Step
and has been a hospital chaplain in the U.S and Ireland. This
is the first of a series of articles about self-care).

Aurora
Charity
Shop
ork Mental Health Housing Association took a
leap of faith last year and decided to open a
charity shop in Mallow. Cork Mental Health was
established in 1962 and this decision did not come
easy and lots of planning and preparation was put
into the decision to go ahead with the venture. The
name “Aurora” was chosen for the shop as she is the Roman
Goddess of the Dawn and we feel the shop represents a new
dawn for the volunteers who get the opportunity but also for
the goods donated which get to have a new home.
You might ask why Mallow was chosen as a location for

C

lives. Some of the volunteers have said
that the place has “saved their lives” and “given their life
meaning”. The staff have become friends and very much like
one big family looking out for each other and supporting each
When we take on volunteers who have experienced a

Nua located in the town and another two smaller properties
situated close by. This meant we knew the area well and we
have an existing volunteer base in the town. We have a very
active volunteer committee in the town, and they were 100%
behind the venture.So why did we take on this venture? We
had three main reasons for doing so and they are as follows:
to raise funds to support the work of our housing association,
important reason for us was to give those affected by Mental
Health issues an opportunity to gain valuable experience in a
supported environment.
Once the decision was made to open the business, we
found a property that was suitable; but it which needed some
needs. The plan was for the shop to sell furniture as well as
the usual clothes and bric a brac so the property needed to be

storage as well as work areas. It was a huge task but we were
delighted with the response from the local community and
volunteers and we were able to open the doors on Thursday
the 26th of July 2018.
learned fast and we had some good times and some bad but
we learned from every experience. The shop is now open a
year and, in that time, we have seen some fantastic results
supporting the shop and three part time staff employed. We
have also got a man employed through a CE scheme who
reupholsters furniture that has been donated. We also have a
seamstress who can alter and repair clothing that is donated.
We have been truly amazed by the generosity of the public
and their willingness to donate but also volunteer in the shop.
Donations come in thick and fast and we have volunteers who
sort the clothes and recycle what is not sellable. There is an
eclectic mix of Bric a Brac, DVD’s, CD’s, Books, Curtains,

be here on time every day and having to be productive every
day it is about coming in when you can and doing what you
can. Every day is different, and we understand the nature of
mental health issues and try not to put pressure on people in
their environment.
Through this approach we have seen people thrive and
they attend every day or every week and they work extremely
hard and get great satisfaction out of what they have helped
achieve. We have had people start with crippling anxiety who
could not come to the front of the shop and preferred to stay
in the store room in the back to now be out front talking and
dealing with customers. In the shop there is a job and a place
for everyone so we can tailor a role to each individual so this
allows us to assist a diverse range of people. The shop has
had numerous transition year students doing work-experience
in the shop and they have intergrated extremely well into the
team and we have received great feedback from the students
and the schools involved.
The money raised through the sales in the shop goes back
to directly helping the people we support through the Housing
Association. Whether that be in purchasing and maintaining
our properties or assisting those who have experienced
It has been hard work but everyone is delighted with
continue. This was not the work of just one person and it took
a lot of people to make this a success from the staff and Board
of Cork Mental Health to all the staff and volunteers in the
shop as well as all the people who donate and those who buy
from the shop. We would like to thank them all and lets hope
for more success in the years ahead.
Brendan McCarthy, CEO
Cork Mental Health Foundation/Housing Association
Tel: 021 4511100, Fax: 021 4511150
www.corkmentalhealth.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/corkmentalhealth

not its greatest success but rather the change it has made to
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MY JOURNEY TO
Neran-Alshaiklys Journey to Ireland
This is the story of one woman’s journey from Baghdad to
We, in the Next Step, were honoured that Neran felt she
could share her deeply personal and moving story with us.
Her story is indeed a harrowing account of the reality and
brutality of war and of the devastating impact it has on a
country’s innocent citizens.
Neran was born and raised in Baghdad, the capital of

in Damascus the capital of Syria. They spent three years
in Damascus before eventually coming to Ireland. Neran

As a young adult Neran attended the University of Baghdad

After two years in Damascus, Neran and her family were
offered visas to allow them to travel to America. Neran did
not want to live in America. She will never forgive America for
what they did to her country. Neran wanted to come to Ireland
as her son was living there. Neran pursued her wish to come
to Ireland, and, with the assistance of the Irish Consulate
in Damascus, was granted a visa a year later. Neran fondly
remembers the kindness shown to her by a lady in the Irish
Consulate in Damascus.
Neran’s daughter, a microbiologist, trained as an English
teacher while living in Damascus. This helped the family
integrate into Irish society. Neran says that NASC were a great
support to her when she arrived in Ireland. She also undertook
an English language course when she came to Ireland.
Recently Neran began attendining the Art Studio in the
Next Step on Wednesdays and Thursdays and is now a
regular attendee.

biology to third level students. She then married a medical
doctor and had two children, a boy and a girl.
Neran describes what a beautiful modern city Baghdad
was in the 1970s. She tells how the Crown prince of Arabia
wished that if only Arabia could be like Baghdad! The city
public parks, restaurants, cafes, and universities. In particular
she decribes her happy memories of the river Tigris which
how people wandered along the river bank to keep cool and
how the summers were hot and dry while the winters were
cool and damp.
She describes her life in at this the time in Baghdad and
how it was just like any other modern city where people went
to work and children went to school and families just went
about their daily lives in an ordainary fashion.
For Neran this way of life all changed and her families life
was turned into an living nightmare following the American
people’s homes were routinely raided at all hours of the day
barged into her home in the middle of the night. They spoke
loudly in a language that was foreign to her. The American
soldiers then forced everyone to stay standing for hours while
they interrogated them. Neran describes at that stage how her
family began to sleep in their clothes in preperation for the
raids. Neran describes the soldiers as being very hostile and
aggressive resulting in everyone living in a constant state of
fear on a daily basis.
As the occupation continued and time went by the situation
daily basis and parts of the the city was in ruins.There was
Baghdad.The American soldiers were becoming even more

homes leaving everything behind. Still Neran tried to stay and
hold on to her home she tried desperately to stay in the city
she loved. However after living with the constant devastation
could no longer stay when her husband died tragically in the
was working as a doctor in Cork.
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from dawn until dusk in the hope of getting papers signed or
getting a hearing for thier asylum application but didn’t get to

Appendix:
Brief description of the 2003 invasion:
In March 2003, the U.S Lead coalition (United States,
during the initial invasion phase which lasted from 19th of
March to the 1st of May 2003.
According to George Bush, the aim of the invasion was “to
disarm Iraq of weapons of mass destruction, to end Saddam
Hussain’s support for terrorism and to free the Iraqi people”.
Some long standing allies of the United States opposed the
New Zealand. They believed there were no weapons of mass

Commission’s Report of February 2003.
The report stated that no weapons of mass destruction
were found during the inspection.
Although hundreds of chemical weapons were found
following the invasion of 2003, it was determined that these
weapons had existed before the 1991 Gulf War.

In September 2004, the then United Nations Secretary"From our point of view and the UN
Charter point of view, it [the war] was illegal."

MAKE

MORE
SPACE

INSIDE YOU
By Mary Doherty, Therapist, Singer,
Sound Healer, Trainer.

he word ‘person’ has its links to the Latin word ‘personae’
or to ‘sound through’. Isn’t it wonderful to think that, at
our core, we are sound! We vibrate and resonate deep
within! We feel so good when we let out one unobstructed
sound or note.
My belief, and my direct experience, both personally and as
a therapist, is that we can heal so softy and free ourselves up
well beyond anything we ever imagined possible by sounding
through the body. Letting simple breath and tone unwind the

T

words necessary for healing and all done safely and gently
through guided structures.
My own experience of healing and meditating with sound

changes the brain waves and thinking recedes into the
background.
Of course, proper guidance and a commitment to the
practice deepen the effects. But it’s so easy!
The combination of meditation with breath and sound can
and does result in greater self-awareness where we can, with
gentle awareness, recognise our unhelpful habits and begin to
understand where they arise and how to deal with them.
In these meditative sound traditions, common to all wisdom
the world over, especially in India and Tibet, we use mantra.

an ocean of moods. Voicing, toning, sounding, growing, crying,
singing all from inside. As humans, we carry everything inside
us – grief, love, sadness, loneliness, creativity, joy, longing - the

“Ma” into your heart, wait, feel its vibration, then tone “Sa”
slowly into your abdomen. Feel each mantric simple sound
(Sa, Ma, Ta, Va, Da, Fa…). Each sound produces a different

Give each guest its voice, let them release themselves, express

the stomach and pent-up sorrow or anger, some vibrate into
the head and help relieve habitual thinking, headaches and
help with sleep.
Mantra is simply the science of sound helping us relieve
mental, emotional, physical stresses. It really is a simple,
structured and effective way to change unhelpful habits into
greater self- understanding, peace and else: Just try… “OOO
MMM.”

The two great reasons or carriers of Sound in Nature are
bone and water. Well, that makes our own body the greatest
instrument! Lets try it out! Just ‘hum’ into your feet, feel the
sensation, rest into it, enjoy the vibration.
Then ‘hum’ into your abdomen, again feel the sensation, rest
into it, then into the chest enjoy the feeling of vibrating and of
being alive. As we vibrate or hum into any aching or tight part
of the body, we unwind, loosening up pent up energy. We can
then access greater spaciousness and calm. It’s the beginning
of release, healing and renewed hope.
The breath is the key to this simple approach to meditation
and healing. Just breathe into the abdomen, pushing out the
navel and feeling the spaciousness inside the breath and the

Mary Doherty: 087-2908558. For more information on
sound and meditation and the meditation classes, contact
Mary Doherty or The Next Step.
The Next Step Meditation Class is held on Tuesdays from 2
pm to 3 pm.
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O pen to All
Helen Murnane examines Roberts and Wolfsons holistic approach to recovery
Introduction
According to Roberts and Wolfson, medical and psychiatric
professions are being challenged to look at and consider new
“The goal of recovery is not to become normal. The goal is
to embrace the human vocation of becoming more deeply,
more fully human”. (Deegan, 1996] Psychiatric Rehabilitation
Journal, 19, 91-97. In times gone by, there was a presumption
that there was no chance of recovery from psychiatric illness.
The authors of this article say, that whilst psychiatrists look
at and discuss their roles, some of their patients themselves,
have become more self-reliant and have realised that they can
and do improve, sometimes substantially without the help of
the medical profession. The International Recovery Movement
suggest that one can avail of various services and practises
outside of the medical professions, as a way forward to enable
living life as best one can, whilst still experiencing some
symptoms associated with a mental health diagnosis. This
hope fuels and energises suffers, to give alternative recovery
practises a try, whilst there may be apprehension as in their
past, psychiatric care and medication was what they relied on.
Although this discovery may appear a new one, in fact over
200 years ago, the Tukes of York,( founded the Retreat Mental
Hospital) having looked at psychiatric practices, introduced a
working philosophy grounded in respect, kindness and hope in
recovery. (Tuke, 1813).
Mental health services in the USA in the 1990’s, started
to look at a new approach to recovery, having listened to
and taking on board, points raised by the physical disability
movement and seeing deinstitutionalisation with the
psychiatric system. Roberts and Wolfson state that in both the
UK and USA, testimonials of individuals who have recovered

added weight to the evidence of this new approach to recovery.
One such individual is Mike Shooter who became president
of the Royal College of Psychiatrists. In this job application
he included the fact that he had suffered from depression.
Instead of the stigma that would have been attracted to this
disclosure in the past, it was seen and taken on board as an
asset for that position. (Crane, 2003).
Whilst you cannot take one person’s experience and say
it will be that outcome for all, it does show and prove that it
is a possibility to be able to recover enough, to function well
in society and secure and hold down a job in the workforce.

Bibliography:

Being in paid employment plays a big part in a successful
mixing in society and forming relationships.
“Recovery is not a gift from doctors but the responsibility
change our lives; we must give up being reliant on others
doing everything for us. We need to start doing these things
ill so that we can start becoming recovered.” (Coleman,1999).
Many folks are thankful to have the option of hospitalisation
especially in a time of crisis, but often complain that it can be
way. Sometimes a patient is kept in too long and then when
they return to society and have an episode, there can then be a
long procedure and wait to be readmitted. The side effects of
the medications can be very strong, and some patients really
struggle with weighing up which is worse, the symptoms of the
mental health disorder or the side effects from the medication.
One can experience strong withdrawal symptoms when
the mental health disorder, of course this is not always clear to
the patient, doctor or psychiatrist. Drugs are given to control
symptoms and emotions, but very often there is no plan made
or encouraged for thepatients future integration back into
family or society.
Roberts and Wolfson say that the language in the medical
understand. One can be labelled by the given diagnosis e.g. a
schizophrenic. This experience is isolating and disempowering
for the sufferer and can cause untold distress.

Conclusion
This research article by Roberts and Wolfson in my opinion
has been very worthwhile. It shows the holistic approach to
recovery has been very successful but getting the medical
profession to reconsider their way and how they see recovery
is an ongoing battle.
for both the medical and holistic recovery methods to operate
in tandem towards the same goal of recovery for the patient.
considering a very different new way forward and can be a
fearful decision for them to make but being brave will bring a

Roberts, G.& Wolfson, P. Advances in Psychiatric Treatment (2004), Vol. 10, 37-49. http://apt.rcpsych.org/
Coleman, R (1999) Recovery: An Alien Concept. Gloucester Hansell Publishing.
Deegan, P (1996) Recovery as a journey of the heart. Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal, 19, 91-97.
Tuke, S (1813) Description of The Retreat. Reprinted (1996) with an introduction by K. Jones. London: Process Press.
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BRENDAN'S
MEANDERINGS

By Brendan Ryan

Watching Dan Boyle return to elected politics, and suffering
same about education, about environmental protection, about
years of hard work, and remembering my own patchy (to

service"? Or what?
Most people nowadays, while they make exceptions
for one or two they know well, go along with the idea that
most politicians are only in it for what they can get out of it.
That probably used not be the view especially when most of
our politicans had sufferd in or out of prison in the cause of
national liberation. But that generation are long gone and with
them any public belief in the possibility of noble motivations
among the political class. Are the public right?

We may not like the politicians, we may be far more aware
of their limitations than we used to be, but ultimately long term
change only comes through politics, all driven by politicians
whom we all know to be far from perfect and much given
to claiming far too much credit while ingeniously avoiding
responsibility. Politics is hugely important and politicians are at
the very least the necessary evil that keeps the political system
turning over. Politicians are like the rest of us. Struggling to get
on with life, often making compromises, often not living up to
their own highest standards, often letting people down and
often taking covert steps to look after themselves. Politicians
are not saints, any more than bishops or professors, or anyone

worst that means that politicians can do us a lot of harm, at best
that they can do a lot of good.The good may be debateable

than others, some are worse and some are total crooks. But
they do want to do some good, they often try to avoid doing
harm. Lets give our politicians a break.

ultimately drives us to run, sometimes again and again. Is it

UK Brexit and the US Presidential mess.
The second assumption is that with all its faults the best
political system we have is some form of democratic system, in

the ultimate say on who governs to the people, but does that
can hope for is a process where we elect one pack of rogues
and then throw them out and replace them with other rogues,
leaving neither group in power long enough to do too much
harm? Most people would probably answer "Yes" to that.
have had more than our fair share of crooks in national and local
politics. I know there is a tendency among politicians to make

absolute conviction that notwithstanding all that, politics and
government and all that goes with it can be, should be, and
about real and permanent change.
sometimes humiliating as it might be, guarantees that people
have an income and that nobody starves to death. For
generations public housing provided somewhere decent to
live for people who could never afford to buy a home and in the
process protected working people from the predations of often
greedy landlords. The fact that public housing is no longer
being built is a decision by politicians and one that hopefully

have to do in public what the rest of us can get away with in
private. We can fudge our stories, we can add a little on to our
expenses, we can tailor the story we tell. But the world is not
looking over our shoulder. Let us watch them carefully, make
everything they do open to scrutiny, challenge them at every
opportunity, But remember too they are people, with families
with hopes and with dreams for the future. And those dreams
depend on our votes.

Brendan Ryan is
a member of the
labour party and
was a member
of Seanad Eireann
for twenty-three
years between
1981 and 2007.
He ran
unsuccessfully
for elections for
Dail Eireann and
the European
Parliament
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At Last
Positive News
G

was created on its website called Joy Board. Joy Board is an
online noticeboard for sharing ideas with the hope that people
will join forces to bring the ideas to life or the ideas will improve

about Cork City which ensured a feel-good feeling for the
reader.
As time has passed, the magazine has proactively engaged
with different communities within Cork and will do more. This is
important to the magazine as it is crucial to represent the cross
section of the community. This will foster community spirit and
help raise the youth in a kinder community. The magazine

The most recent issue was out for the Summer Solstice
2019. In the following months, Good Day News will spend time

There have been four issues since it launched in
September 2018. The inspiration to begin this magazine

is a mindfulness column and there are sections dedicated to
art, poetry and other languages. The latest issue of Good Day
News is a collaboration with Fighting Words programme at
Good Day News believes in community strength. A diverse
community makes for a creative and rich community. A forum
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a nourishing and leisurely read. You can purchase at select
locations through the honesty system.
Good Day News at Cork Flower Studio (Douglas St), Quay
Co-op Bookshop (Sullivan’s Quay), Alchemy Coffee and Books
(Barrack St), Triskel Arts Centre (Tobin St), Records and Relics
(Lancaster Quay), Cafe Myo (Coal Quay), Maureen’s (John
Redmond St), Vibes & Scribes (Lavitt’s Quay) and Green Kiwi
(Main St, Ballincollig
A digital subscription is also available -

TIMETABLE AND PROGRAMME
INFORMATION JUNE-DECEMBER 2019
Weekly Programme begins Monday 9 Sept and runs until Friday 6 Dec. We ask for a contribution of €2 per workshop. *Craft Café, Art Studio
and Woodcraft are €5 per workshop. Full details overleaf. On public holidays there will be no workshops, and very occasionally a workshop may have to
be cancelled. The programme may be subject to change - and new activities may be added. A weekly programme reminder and any changes or holidays will be notified
by text messages to subscribers.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
12 - 1pm
Book Club
Read and discuss novels
and short stories with your
fellow members. Facilitated
by Catherine Mannion.

1-2pm
Irish Conversation
How much do you
remember? Come and find
out! All levels welcome.
Facilitated by
Theresa Honan.

12 - 1pm
Yoga

11-4pm
Open Studio

11am-4pm
Art Studio*

12-2pm

WoodCraft* Beginners

Restorative Yoga.
Individual support,
Wood carving and shaping.
Use the facilities, books and
Gentle exercise to discover
guidance and technical
No experience required.
materials to work on your
balance and peace.
assistance available as
Tools and materials
own artwork. Drop in and
Facilitated by Theresa
stay as long as you like. required. Work at your own provided. Facilitated by
Flanigan.
pace. All levels of
Irene Wunderlich
art experience welcome.
2-3pm
11.30-1pm
Drop in at any time,
Mindfulness
Piano
stay as long as you like.
All materials provided, or
bring your own.
Short courses
One to one, 30 minute
Facilitated by
introducing Mindfulness,
piano/keyboard lessons.
Charlotte Donovan or
Essential Oils &
Booking required.
Michael Greenlaw
The Naked Voice.
Facilitated by
Facilitated by
Anita Daly.
Mary Dogerty.

2-3:330pm
Sing Along
Social and informal group
singing. Bring your own
voice, or an instrument and
enjoy making music with
friends.

2-3pm
Knitting & Crochet
Materials provided.
Also welcome to bring
along your own projects.
Facilitated by
Ann Harrington.

3.45-5.15pm
Creative Writing
Mutual support, exercise
& themes. Reading aloud
and sharing optional.
Facilitated by
Billy O'Callaghan.

3.15 - 4.45pm
Drama

2-4pm
Craft Cafe*

A fun drama group offering Learn different creative
guidance in the dramatic
crafts in a fun, relaxed,
arts, and a chance to create
sociable group.
your own plays.
Various craft artists.
Facilitated by
Changes regularly. Call for
Jack Healy.
details.

11.30am-1pm
Art techniques
Learn techniques
used by artists:
how to use different
materials; how to
improvise, use and take
care of equipment;
get new inspiration...
Changes regularly and in
response to request.
Facilitated by
Charlotte Donovan or
Michael Greenlaw

2.30-4.30pm
WoodCraft*
For those with some
experience. Tools and
materials provided.
Facilitated by
Irene Wunderlich.

2.30-3.30pm
Music Appreciation
Discover new music, and
how to listen in depth.
Facilitated by
Mary Connell.
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p r o m o t i n g
c r e a t i v i t y
for mental health

S I N G KNITTING &
ALONG CROCHET

CREATIVE
WRI TI NG

YOGA

P O T
LUCK

5 RYTHMS

A

R

T

CRAFT

D A N C E STUDIO C A F É

WOOD
CRAFT

all of our activities take place in
CORK UNITARIAN CHURCH
(on Princes Street beside The English Market)

THE NEXT STEP provides a year round programme of creative activities
for information:
and workshops to support people who have experienced mental health
www.thenextstepcork.org
issues and to promote and enhance mental health and wellbeing.
All ages and levels of experience welcome.
The Next Step Arts Group
email: thenextstepcork@gmail.com
Call or text: 085 716 1960
11am - 3pm Monday, Wednesday, Friday
(or leave a message and we will call back)

